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Abstract
The paper presents a description of the application of aerospace technologies

during the war in lraq. The specific instrumentation used, by the USi ancJ its allies in the
field of communication, navigation, and control of weapons and. ammunition to schedule
war activities is presented. Conclusions are made on the ever growing application of space
technologies in modent wars and their impact on the fficiency of deiision-making it ro,
times,

State- or pdvate-owned space instrumentation provided coalition
troops in Iraq with data of unprecedented scale and quality, required to
control military activitios at all levels.

This armada of space instrumentation comprises navigation,
communication, and meteorological satellites, as well as satellites for
remote sensing of the Earth from space (Fig.1) tll.

Navigational provision during the war was supplied by the global
navigation system, Navstar GPS, owned by the space leadership of the usA
Military Air Force. It uses 28 satellites to provide all types of troops with
precise data about the objects' location and speed of movement, and time.

The system works steadily, owing to the continuously maintained
number of satellites within the group and the continuous replacement of the
GPS2A satellites for satellites of the Gps2B and GpS2F type, belonging
accordingly to the third and fourth satellite generation, and featuring greatei
fidelity, precision, and mobility. A typic al charucteristic of theirs is their
nuclear explosion operative identification system, furrrished with optical
devices and registration sensors for X-ray and electromagnetic emissions.

The major advantages of the Navstar Gps, providing for its wide
implementation during the Iraqi military operation, are the ftilowing: high
on-line identification precision of user's 3D coordinates and velocity ,r"itor;



global operation zone; independence of Gps precision characteristics on
time, weather, or flight height (Fig.z);unlimiied system admissibiliry and
user on-board equipment screening during operation; high protection level
against jamming and relatively low number of system receivers; multi-
purposefulness providing to solve not only navigational, but a large class of
other military problems as well.

The Navstar signals are captured by the receivers of both mobile
and stationary control instrumentation, thus enhancing greatly military
decision-taking and implementation processes for various-lwelled staff anLi
even for soldiers.

Moreover, the signals obtained by the GpS system are used to
control high-precision weapons, including controlled ammunition and
rockets (Fig. 1). By comparing the trajectory parameters assigned to them
with current on-line parameters, control signais are formed, iuhi"h jointly
with the signals from the correlation system, comparing preset surface and
relief images with the area's thermal map, provio. tolit the targets with
great precision.

The coalition troops used a remarkably great number of images of
Iraqi territory and battlefield. To this end, as a rule, private comfanies
(IKONOS, SPOT, QUICKBIRD erc.) are widely used.

Depending on the troops' needs, image taking is scheduied and the
ordered images are obtained, which are then p.o""rr.d by dedicated
software and submitted for use.

The lkonos satellite flies along a solar-synchronous orbit,
providing images featuring resolution of 4 meters for the coloured ones and
1 meter for the black-and-white ones, whereas the spot satellite features a
couple of operating spectral ranges, providing spectrai-range images, as well
as an infrared channel.

These satellites feature a smaller resolution than military space
reconnaissance satellites, but provide to form stereo-images. Based on
experience from previous wars, this type of satellites is used to plan war
activities, inclusive of dealing brows on some particular objects.

spot's advantage is that it is furnished with standard on-line data
transmission equipment, which relieves data access for military users.

Quick Bird provides images featuring resolution of 0.5-1.25 nr
within the panchromatic range and,2-5 m withinihe multi-spe cr.;al range - 4

ranges within the visible and infrared range, The georeference
error of the obtained images following special ground-based processing
constitutes no more than 15 m (3o).
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Fig.2

The quantity and intensity of supplied space data (reconnaissance
or other) to the appropriate ground-based centers is much greater than it was
with all previous war conflicts (Fig.3) [2]. There are several reasons for this:

- the requirement of the USA and its allies for overall space
provision of the high-precision instrumentation and
ammunition:



- the requirement to provide for harmonization of the actions of
the various forces and institutions of the coalition paftners,
located at great distance from each other.

Since the time the usA and their allies dealt their first blows, major
importance has been attributed to the USA military optical-electronic
leconnaiss ance satellites, ffN- 1 1, and radio-location reconnais sance
satellites, Lacrosse.

The RN-LL (11=300+1000 km; T = 97,5 min) satellites perform
survey or detailed optical-electronic reconnaissance. Survey optical-
electronic reconnaissance is accomplished within a band of 1250+2500 km
with resolution of a couple of meters, and detailed optical-electronic
reconnaissance is accomplished for some specific regions sized,2r8xZ,8 km
at nadir and 8r2x23,3 km along the band's edges with resolution of up to 15
cm. This type of satellites provides digital images of the area both within
the visible and the infrared tange, the latter being successfully used to
monitor various objects at night. The obtained images are then transmitted
on-line from the on-board equipment via retranslating satellites to ground-
based centers where they are processed.

Fig.3



The Lacrosse (H = 660+700 km; T = 98 min) satellite performs
radio-location reconnaissance using an on-board RLS with synthesizerl
aperture, providing to monitor various objects at night or in cloudy weather
with great resolution (0,6-3 m), comparable to the resolution of the optical-
electronic equipment. with viewing band width of 1000 km, the 

"urrg.width is 20-40 km. using rhis satellite makes it possible to identify undL
various conditions armoured tanks or cars, artillery weapons, parked
airplanes, antr-atcraft rocket complexes, and camouflaged, but radio-
location-contrast targets, inclusive of targets located under camouflage
networks. The obtained images are transmitted nearly on-line via a TDRS
retranslating satellite to a ground-based centre to identify the targets for
the USA airplanes, the Tomahawk and Cruise flying rockets.

Alongside with optical-electronic and radio-location reconnaissance,
the USA are using on a wide scale satellites intended for radio-technical and
radio reconnaissance, designed under the Magnum, orion, Ferret-D,
Trumpet, and vortex programs. They are flying along various earth orbits,
inclusive of geostationary ones, and account for about 80vo of the usA
reconnaissance satellites. During the war conflict, these satellites, in
complex with receiving stations, retranslating satellites, and data processing
centers, revealed the changes occurring in operative-tactical circumstances
with periodicity of 1-2 hours. Based on data supplied by them, the use of
various destruction weapons or radio-electronic j amming instrumentation
for various-putpose objects was scheduled.

The radio-location stations of the Iraqi anti-aircraft defence were
controlled by the allies using the Trumper satellites, flying along highly-
elliptic orbits at heights of 500-3900 km, and the Ferret-D satellites flying
in pairs along circular orbits (H=700+800 km). The enlisted advantages
mean that in cloudy or smoky conditions, or some other camouflaging of the
targets, the coalition's aviation used controlled aviation ammunitions,
whose correction was supplied by the Navstar GpS. The major user of this
controlled armament during the Iraqi military operations was the B-2A Spirit
strategic bomber. It delivers successfully 16 pieces of IDAM cassette 907-
kg planning aviobombs (versions GBU-29 and GBU-30) with inerrial
control system and GPS correction. These bombs were also delivered by the
B-52N bombers. The target-hitting precision was of the order of 10-15 m.

A similar system complex featuring the same precision was
accomplished by the usA deck fighters F/A-lsc rrornet, using
experimental specimen of the controlled aviation bomb cassettes a GM-154.
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The global Navstar GPS provided for flight control of the sea-based
Tomahawk flying rockets and the cruise rockets delivered by the B-52N
strategic bombers, whereas the deviation from the scheduled targets lied

, also within the range of 10-15 m.
It should be noted that the targeting systems of the strategic

bombers B-18 and B-52N are supplied with built-in GpS-receivers, which
makes it possible to deliver effectively 227-kg or 454-kg free-falling bombs
onto area targets.

The strategic-, operative- and tactic-level control of the usA forces
and missiles during the Iraqi operation was provided for by communication
satellites. The various users obtain data from the DSCS system, from
retranslating satellites with various destination and functional relations with
other satellite systems, as well as from the Skynet (Great Britain) and uFo
(USA) satellites.

The optic-electronic reconnaissance sateilites, obtaining images from
the visibie and the infialed spectrllm, have monitorecJ targets with plausible
physical characteristics, which were further scheduled to be hit bv rocket or
aviation equipment.

using the USA early-warning system satellites, DSp, data about
the start of the Iraqi Scud operative-tactical rockets was collected providing
for their destroyal by the Patriot anti-aircraft rocket complex.

The changing atmospheric conditions forced into using a
substantial number of meteorological satellites during the operation. They
(military earth satellites Block-5D2 of the DMSp system, meteorological
satellites "NOAA" (Fig.a) and Meteo'sat) provided data about the status
and change of synoptic circumstances in the region of military activities

with periodicity of t hour" Judging the data about cloud cover
provided by the BIock-5D2 satellites, it was decided which satellites fit best
for optical-electronic reconnaissance (military or civil).

Summarizing the foregoing, it could be concluded:
1. Space systems and reconnaissance, navigation, communication,

and meteorological provision instrumentation are essential to providing
information superiority in modern military conflicts.

2. The Navstar GPS ensures great accuracy of navigation, carrier
and destroying instrumentation's launch, if the latter are provided with
adequate receiving-indicating equipment.
The system's operation for the needs of aviation and flying rockets does not
depend on meteorological conditions, daytime, relief characteristics, or
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flight height. It should be noted down, however, that during the last
war in Iraq, certain cases of GpS signals' disturbance and substantial
deviations of the controlled objects were observed, which calls for desisn of
supplementing protection.

3. The armies of the countries, which do not have their own space
systems or instrumentation and do not use these to provide for war
activities, are lagging dramatically behind and have no chances with
possible military conflicts.

4. The analysis of the space instrumentation used by the NATO andusA troops du'ing the wars in the persian Gulf, the Republic of
Yugoslavia, and Afghanistan evidence of a persisting tendency for
introduction of space reconnaissance, intercommunication, navigation and
rescue instrumentation to provide for the troops' military actions, reaching
as far as the technical lever. It reveals the potentials of using strategil
reconnaissance instrumentation at the tactical level in the conditions of iocal
conflicts, which complies with the requirements for provision of the national
security of each individual country.
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AEPOKOCMIITIECKI4 TEXIIOJIOTI4I,I BbB BOIIHATA B I4PAK

Peeroue

Ifemup feqoe

B crarz.qra ce pa3fnexAa npI4Jro)KeHr4ero Ha aepoKocMr4qecKrrre
TexHoJrofnrr BbB sofiHara n Irlpar<. florasaHz ca KoHKpel.Hr4Te CpeACTBa,
KoI4To CAIII vr Koarrur\LrflTa rr3[oJr3B ar s o6raattu 

"u 
KoMyHr4rarlu.flTa,

HAB'4IA\VIfl'IA V YIJ.PABJIEHUETO HA OPbXI4'TA 14 XOPATA TnP]|- BOACHETO HA
BOeHHVTe 4eficrnax. HanpaneHr,r ca u3BOArr 3a BCe fro-rur4poKoro
[pnnox(eHrre Ha aepoKocMr4qecKr4Te rexHoJrorr{r4 B CsBpeMeHH]|Ire soiruu u
3A T'XHOTO BJII4'HPIE BbPXY CSETTIANHOCTTA IIPA B3EMAHETO HA BOEHHT4TE
perxeHr.rr.
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